
What more can we do to ensure 
the rise of NZ education – and how?



Introduction



‘A rising tide lifts all boats’ 



Areas of discussion 

How can we better 
leverage what we 

have?

Perceptions, challenges 
and the student journey

How is student and parent 
decision making changing?

What strategies have 
others deployed to 
raise their profile?



Perception vs reality 2016

IDP received insights from 
2,800+ students in July 
2016 for their annual 
student buyer behaviour 
survey.
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AGENT PERCEPTION  – Korea, Vietnam, Thailand, China 

NZ is one of the 
most beautiful 
countries in the 

world - students can 
explore the nature 

of NZ while studying 
and we need to 

know more about 
that as a USP

NZ English Language 
schools generally visit 

in-market agents 
when big student fairs 

are held – maybe 
twice a year. This is a 

competitive time.

We would like higher 
commission!

It’s better for us and 
students if English 
language school 

providers have pathway 
programmes to school, 

college or university. 

Studying English in New 
Zealand is a good stepping 
stone to other countries or 

programmes – the NZ 
qualification or destination 
is not always the end point 

and I’d like to suggest it  
being creatively packaged 
with Australian academic 

programmes



The questions / statements we often face

I have never 
considered 

New Zealand as 
a study 

destination 

I want to study in 
New Zealand  but 

have no idea what I 
want to study

I want to study 
business but 

I’m not sure where 
is best in 

New Zealand

I don’t have family or 
friends in New Zealand



WE NEED TO PERSONALISE THE EXPERIENCE 

GUIDING CHOICE
Consumers want plenty of choice and more 
personal options

EXPERIENCE IS EVERYTHING
There is greater desire for good ‘old fashioned’ 
customer service in the education service 

COMPLEX CUSTOMER JOURNEYS
Customers want a seamless customer journey 
with a rich positive experience which 
translates into excellent service

TURNING TO EXPERTS
People are restating their value in expert 
individuals in all channels

RISE OF THE SAVVY SHOPPER
Students and parents are increasingly tech 
savvy, so will research the country, institutions 
and course, for the best return on their money



MINDSET OF PARENTS AND STUDENT IS CHANGING 

Old Mindset
QUANTITY 
The travelling sales person provides me with deep 
information when I see them and mass markets to me 
when out of town

PRICE - DRIVEN
I had to pay for the best because information available 
to me was limited, I may have perceived low pricing or 
‘value for money’ options as poor quality 

LOYAL
My family went to US, UK and Australian universities, 
they succeeded and I/my child should go there 

LOCAL
Having a sense of belonging is important to me  (I 
don’t know NZ, I have no connections and therefore I 
won’t consider it)

A SUB CONSCIOUS DECISION
I have made my choice and I am not being presented with 
a viable alternative 

QUALITY “PERSONALISED” 
I prefer things are tailored around my needs and values

VALUE - DRIVEN
I don’t mind paying more for better quality things if I 
understand what it is I am paying for or if you tailor it 
for me 

INQUISTIVE
I want to understand if there are alternatives… I think of 
heard of NZ.. I had friend … I've seen on Instagram …  

MULTICHANNEL/ TRULY GLOBAL
People are engaging with me on social media to talk to 
me about their experience, their study destination, their 
choices

RESEARCH DRIVEN
I find it more convenient to browse products and 
compare prices online before seeking expert input and 
purchasing. 

New mindset



TNS research completed for Education NZ tells us that, 
compared to competitor countries, when people know 
more about us they are more inclined to choose us.



How can we inject NZ into every stage of the student journey? 

2. Explore 3. Compare 4. Apply  1. The Dream 

• I want to a new experience
• I  want to study overseas

• I want to  understand my options
• I want to speak to someone 
• I use social media 

• What are my opportunities ?
• What do others think of the 

experience?

5. Accept  6. Arrive / Settle7. Ambassador8. Alumni

• I am feeling excited
• I am eager to learn more

• I am worried about my visas
• I am thinking about 

accommodation options 

• I know how to find help
• I am meeting friends

• I understand my new home 
and study destination

• I want to help others 

• I am proud of my choice
• I talk about my program / city
• I keep up to date about my 

program / city



Whose recommendations do you / would you listen to?

Building Reputation Through Social Media



• Over 100 million active users on Twitter

• Rapid growth among teenagers (doubling in size among 12-17 year olds in the past 2 years)

• Most universities have recognized the importance of Twitter and are actively engaging on it

Social Media is Key: Twitter



The Dream: Twitter



The Dream: Twitter



The Dream … 



Social Media is Key: Instagram

• Online photo-sharing, video-sharing and social networking service

• Enable users to take pictures and videos and apply digital filters to them, 
and share on a variety of social networking services such as Facebook, 
and Twitter

• In April 2017 there were 700 million active Instagram users monthly



Explore: AUT on Instagram



Explore: Victoria University on Instagram



• World’s biggest Internet user base with 1 billion internet users

• World’s most active environment for social media 

• Use of mobile technologies to access social media increasingly popular  

• * The Statista Portal

Social Media Trends in China*



• Facebook

• Youtube 

• Vimeo

• Twitter 

As we all know there 
are however social 
networks which are 
banned in China e.g.



Examples of Top Chinese Social Media Sites

• Sina Weibo: Similar to Twitter with ability to include images and videos

• Tencent Weibo: Similar to Twitter

• Wechat: Mobile voice and text app with social networking features 

• Youku: Similar to Youtube



Sina Weibo

• Sina Weibo – Chinese Twitter

• More than 330 million active users and 600 million users

• This platform is being very actively used to recruit students



Explore: Sina Weibo



Sina Weibo



Youku



What are competitors doing to raise their profile?
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What are competitors doing to raise their profile?



• 90% of consumers discover us online
• 15% buy online 
• All want to speak to an expert

A permanent presence in market is key



How can we have a permanent, local expert presence in market



A MULTI-CHANNEL INTERNATIONAL AMBASSADOR NETWORK

1. Alumni

2. Parents of current students

3. Agents

4. School counsellors

5. In-country reps

Alumni & current students

International student ambassadors:

https://www.bangor.ac.uk/international/ambassadors/

Benefits: Case studies, represent in regional events, 

networking, authentic advice for prospective students

A permanent presence 
in market is key

https://www.bangor.ac.uk/international/ambassadors/


A permanent presence 
in market is key 

• In-market representation 
• Is cost effective
• Provides a constant presence 
• Nurtures genuine relationships
• Ensures proactive agent management 

and student recruitment
• Gives real-time responses
• Brings parent and student trust



Working together, working smarter



‘A rising tide lifts all boats.’







New Zealand underrepresented at the IDP Roadshow, Middle East March 2017


